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Abstract
Evaluating the high-effect factors of citizens’ hap-
piness is beneficial to a wide range of policy-
making for economics and politics in most coun-
tries. Benefiting from the high-efficiency of regres-
sion models, previous efforts by sociology scholars
have analyzed the effect of happiness factors with
high interpretability. However, restricted to their
research concerns, they are specifically interested
in some subset of factors modeled as linear func-
tions. Recently, deep learning shows promising
prediction accuracy while addressing challenges in
interpretability. To this end, we introduce Shapley
value that is inherent in solid theory for factor con-
tribution interpretability to work with deep learning
models by taking into account interactions between
multiple factors. The proposed solution computes
the Shapley value of a factor, i.e., its average contri-
bution to the prediction in different coalitions based
on coalitional game theory. Aiming to evaluate the
interpretability quality of our solution, experiments
are conducted on a Chinese General Social Survey
(CGSS) questionnaire dataset. Through systematic
reviews, the experimental results of Shapley value
are highly consistent with academic studies in so-
cial science, which implies our solution for citi-
zens’ happiness prediction has 2-fold implications,
theoretically and practically.

1 Introduction
Happiness is defined as an abstract term that locates in an
emotional state with positive valence by psychologists, and
its definition varies individually [Daswani and Leike, 2015].
Globally identifying crucial factors is difficult since the fac-
tors impacting the feeling of happiness could be diverse
among individuals. There are also other concerns raised from
academics, economists [Binder and Broekel, 2012; Cordero-
Ferrera et al., 2017] and politicians [Frey and Stutzer, 2012;
Durante et al., 2015]. One particular example in economics
is from Baucells, et al.[2007] who pointed out that happi-
ness depends on the perception of one’s income, which fur-
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ther manipulates the happiness and well-being. Referring to
Aristotle’s theory, health, beauty, and mental needs (e.g., ed-
ucation, friendship) all contribute to happiness. Nowadays,
happiness studies have gained more attention as individuals’
well-being has been used to reflect the macro-economic and
micro-economic development of countries. According to re-
ports by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and De-
velopment (OECD), more than 20 countries have begun mak-
ing use of subjective well-being data as part of their process
for policy-making. On the other hand, O’Donnell et al.[2015]
also discussed the effective use of happiness and well-being
besides traditional economic measures in government policy-
making. Quantitatively identifying the influential factors con-
tributing to citizens’ happiness has become an urgent demand
by policy-makers for social- and economic-good.

Numerous studies in sociology [Garaigordobil, 2015; Sa-
putri and Lee, 2015] and computational science [Pérez-
Benito et al., 2019; Xin and Inkpen, 2019; Tao et al., 2021;
Sweeney et al., 2021] have revealed that the crucial fac-
tors contributing to happiness remains various to this date.
As shown in Table 1, sociology researchers analyzed the
subset factors within their own research concerns. For ex-
ample, health and sociability are analyzed by Garaigordo-
bil, et al.[2015] using Multivariate Linear Regression (MLR)
model. Saputri and Lee [2015] identified more than 90 fea-
tures containing both physical and mental needs by machine
learning. However, the conventional methodologies are based
on modeling linear or simple nonlinear relationships, such
as the commonly used MLR and Support Vector Machine
(SVM), which suffers from the lack of representative capacity
for the nested variable interactions among multiple factors.

The development of deep learning shows a promising
mechanism for modeling complex relationships. Table 1
presents some recently studies that analyzed various factors.
Interesting findings include psychological factors (social sup-
port, personality, emotional distress, and stress coping strate-
gies) discovered by D-SDNN [Pérez-Benito et al., 2019],
pets [Peng et al., 2018], graduate students’ happiness factors
(education, school facilities, health, social activities, family)
[Egilmez et al., 2019], and yoga by neural networks with At-
tention mechanism [Islam and Goldwasser, 2020]. Although
neural network-based deep learning shows excellent predic-
tion performance, the challenge is that its interpretability is
limited and has become a great challenge to the research
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Field Model Key Factors

Social Science MLR [Garaigordobil, 2015] health; sociability
SVM [Saputri and Lee, 2015] education;stress;depression;human development index

Computational
Science

CNN+MTL+GloVe [Xin and Inkpen, 2019] age; gender; location; marital status, parental status
D-SDNN [Pérez-Benito et al., 2019] social support; coping strategies; personality

BiLSTMAttEmo [Islam and Goldwasser, 2020] yoga related text word

Table 1: Key Factors in Social Science and Computational Science

community. Without high and reliable interpretability, socio-
logical scholars and practitioners who pursue precise policy-
making on economics and politics will not trust the advanced
deep learning technology. Both prediction accuracy and in-
terpretability share the same importance in social science.

In this work, we propose a new solution adopting the Shap-
ley value [Strumbelj and Kononenko, 2014] with DNN (Deep
Neural Networks), towards quantitative interpretability anal-
ysis of happiness prediction. The DNN is exploited to extract
the key factors of happiness. Then, the Shapley value is com-
puted through Shapley sampling, which has been proved to
be a fair contribution assessment method to explain predic-
tion results via theoretical feasibility. The Shapley value of
factor j is evaluated based on the local value of the factor
j contributed to the prediction of this particular instance, and
its global value obtained by comparing the average prediction
result across the overall dataset, which is rooted in coalitional
game theory.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows: 1) a new paradigm is opened to the research commu-
nity for quantitative analysis for the interpretability of happi-
ness key factors by Shapley value; 2) our solution extends
the superiority of deep learning, evidenced by the high con-
gruence of the calculated interpretability with the conclusions
from the sociological literature.

2 Related Work
Social Science. Happiness prediction is focused by Soci-
ologists first. Garaigordobil, et al.[2015] conducted a study
on a sample consisting of adolescents aged 14-16 years and
predicted the factors of happiness such as health and socia-
bility of an individual by regression analysis. The study was
further extended by Saputri and Lee [2015], who analyzed
data from 187 countries to predict crucial factors contributing
to happiness such as education and human development in-
dex by SVM. However, these studies suffer from the problem
of lacking a sufficient quantity of observable data, which has
been commonly realized a bottleneck to related studies nowa-
days. In addition, a more recent study [Pérez-Benito et al.,
2019] argued that most conventional methodologies adopted
by sociological studies, including commonly used MLR anal-
ysis, do not possess the capacity to truly represent the com-
plexity of factor interactions.

Computational Science. Many studies in computational
science [Tao et al., 2021; Sweeney et al., 2021] utilized
DNN which is capable of estimating non-linear relation-
ships, thanks to the automatic feature extraction and selec-
tion of complex relationship between multi-factors. Such a

mechanism is considered better than traditional methodolo-
gies and have became increasingly influential in psycholog-
ical research on happiness and depression. Recent studies
[Lin et al., 2014; Poria et al., 2015] suggested that happiness
factors can be monitored through convolutional neural net-
work, which provides better performance for feature extrac-
tion and selection based on social networks, image/video and
text datasets. The conceptual interrelationships of the factors
affecting happiness have also been studied individually to a
great extent in the past. Pérez-Benito, et al.[2019] proposed
D-SDNN approach to show that the emergence or mainte-
nance of happiness depends on other psychological factors
which are unlimited to just socio-demographic characteris-
tics. Xin and Inkpen [2019] proposed a novel deep multi-task
learning model for the task of detecting happiness ingredi-
ents (“agency” and “social”). Peng, et al.[2018] leveraged
deep learning technologies to analyze the effect of pets on
happiness in terms of multiple factors of user demograph-
ics. Omid, et al.[2019] developed an analytical assessment
approach to identify the main factors (e.g., education, school
facilities, health, social activities, and family) that affect grad-
uate students’ happiness level. Islam and Goldwasser [2020]
designed a fusion model of neural networks with Attention to
study Twitter users’ happiness, and demonstrated that a large
quantity of users in this study were “yoga Granger-causes
happiness”. However, the above approaches are a “black box”
such that the model results are difficult to explain. This gradu-
ally becomes the main bottleneck for the application of DNN
models to economic and political problems.

3 Methodology
In this section, we propose a novel method to use Shapley
value with DNN together to account for interactions between
multiple factors. Firstly, we introduce the preliminary theory
of Shapley value which is built based on concepts from coop-
erative game theory. It has more universality for the model-
agnostic (general) explanation. Then, the computational for-
mula will be explained and used for explaining happiness fac-
tors prediction by simple and interpretable theoretical calcu-
lation. Finally, a sampling method is designed to use Shapley
value with DNN to clarify how individual factors contribution
to happiness prediction.

3.1 Shapley Value of Happiness Factors
In happiness prediction, the explainable methods to clarify
the contribution of happiness factors may be further divided
into two categories: model-specific and model-agnostic (gen-
eral) methods [Aas et al., 2021]. As studied by Strumbelj and
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Kononenko [2014], the Shapley value has a series of desir-
able theoretical properties like efficiency, symmetry, dummy,
and additivity. Therefore it’s a “fair” distribution and can be
employed to explain the results of general DNN models.

In our task, the 5-level degree needs to be predicted by an-
alyzing the factors first. Moreover, the Attention and Shapley
value are employed to explain the contribution of each factor.
Considering the cooperative task of predicting happiness with
coalition M factors and aiming at maximizing a prediction
performance, we let S ⊆ {x1, · · · , xM} \ {xj} be a subset
excluding the factor j and consisting of |S| factors. Assuming
that the DNN model is a contribution function v(S) that maps
subsets of factors to the outputs (i.e. the worth or contribu-
tion of coalition S). It describes the prediction performance
of subset S by cooperation. The Shapley value is one way to
distribute the total gains of the factors, assuming that they all
collaborate. Therefore, the contribution of factor j is

ϕj(v) =
∑

S⊆{x1,...,xM}\{xj}

|S|!(M − |S| − 1)!

M !

(v(S ∪ {xj})− v(S)), j = 1, ...,M

(1)

where |S|!(M−|S|−1)!
M ! is the weight of a random permuta-

tion (i.e., the probability of subset S), and v(S∪{xj})−v(S)
means the marginal contribution of factor j. In fact, the gain
is a weighted average over contribution function difference in
all subsets S, excluding the factor j.

However, it is obvious that there is a major drawback below
need to solve:

Approximation for Shapley Values. A clever computa-
tionally tractable approximation to compute the Shapley val-
ues of Equation (1). In this work, we approximate calculate
it by Shapley sampling.

3.2 Shapley Sampling With DNN
The computation of Shapley value has an exponential time
complexity and the happiness factors are various from differ-
ent perspectives, which makes the method infeasible for hap-
piness prediction in practice. Tackling this problem, an ap-
proximation based on Monte-Carlo Method is adopted to re-
duce the complexity [Strumbelj and Kononenko, 2014]. The
equivalent formulation is introduced as Equation (2):

ϕ̂j =
1

M

M∑
m=1

(f̂(dm+j)− f̂(dm−j)), j = 1, · · · ,M (2)

where f̂(·) is the worth or contribution of subset factors (i.e.,
the output of model). The dm+j and dm−j is the subset of with
and without factor j in subset m, respectively.

The approximation algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1,
in which Step 2-5 obtains sampled data; and Step 6-8 con-
struct new data with or without consideration of a factor j.
After that, Step 9 outputs the marginal contribution of this
factor. Finally, Step 2-9 is run in a loop to deal with factors
one by one. The Shapley value is acquired by averaging the
results of multiple runs.

Algorithm 1: Contribution’s approximation of the
happiness factor j

Input: total number of factors M , happiness sample
d, factor index j, samples data matrix D, and
deep learning model f

Output: the Shapley value for the factor j
1 for all m = 1, · · · ,M do
2 Draw random sample z from the data matrix D ;
3 Choose a random permutation o of the factor ;
4 Order sample x: do = d1, · · · , dj , · · · , dp ;
5 Order sample z: zo = z1, · · · , zj , · · · , zp ;
6 Construct two new samples
7 With factor j:

d+j = (d1, · · · , dj−1, dj , zj+1, · · · , zp) ;
8 Without factor j:

d−j = (d1, · · · , dj−1, zj , zj+1, · · · , zp) ;
9 Compute marginal contribution of factor j:

ϕm
j = f̂(d+j)− f̂(d−j) ;

10 end
11 Compute the factor’s Shapley value as the average:

ϕ̂j =
1
M

∑M
m=1 ϕ

m
j

4 Experiment
To verify the congruence with social science theory, we ap-
plied Shapley value to a series of DNN-based networks to
demonstrate the theoretical and broad applicability of our so-
lution. We compute each factor’s contribution by Shapley
value and show its interpretability of personal information,
economics, and life-style. What’s more, we evaluate our in-
terpretability results through a systematic review of social sci-
ence literature. The experiment data is available at Github 1.

4.1 Dataset
The experiment is conducted on the Chinese General So-
cial Survey (CGSS) 2015 dataset (full edition) –a large-scale
social investigation dataset and widely used in sociological
studies [Huang, 2017; Deng, 2019]. It contains 8000 sam-
ples, and each one has 140 factors that is divided into many
categories. For example, personal information (gender, job,
health), economics (family status, insur) and life-style (me-
dia, socialize, public services), etc.

As shown in Table 2, the attributes of each sample include
Categories, Variable, Description, and Data Type. It should
be noted that Description usually explains its value range or
meaning of factors.

For the evaluation, the Macro-F1 and Micro-F1 are used
for multi-classification model through k-fold cross-validation
(k=5). The happiness is scaled in 5 levels (1-5), where higher-
level indicates more happiness.

We implemented the Attention and Shapley value in
Python with TensorFlow and conducted experiments on a lap-
top equipped with an Intel Core i5 CPU and 16GB memory.
For all baselines, we train the model by using Adam and set
the epoch as 20. For other hyper-parameters, the batch size is
set as 16, and hidden units as (256, 128, 64).

1https://github.com/WUT-IDEA/Shapley value
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Categories Factors Description Data Type
- happiness happiness scale of 1-5 Ordinal

Personal
information

health physical and Mental state Interval
nationality nationality of citizen Nominal

Economics family status family economic stapeus belong to the which level Nominal
insur social security program, including medical and pension Binary

Life-style
media media usage frequency from 1-5 Ordinal
socialize socializing frequency Nominal
equity social equity Ordinal

Table 2: The Description of Some Factors of Samples

4.2 Baselines
The baseline models are selected with consideration of both
prediction accuracy and model interpretability. For predic-
tion accuracy, we choose several general machine learning
models (e.g., LR and SVM) and DNN-based models like
Wide&Deep, which are widely used in social science and
computational science respectively. Then, for model inter-
pretability, Attention mechanism is employed as the baseline
in our experiment. They are elaborated as follows:

Happiness Prediction Methods
LR. Logistic Regression is widely used in sociology
and economics because of its simplicity and explainability
[Garaigordobil, 2015].

SVM. Support vector machine is a remarkable technique
and has an outstanding ability to perform a classification task
with high interpretability [Saputri and Lee, 2015].

Wide&Deep. Linear model is widely used in regression
and classification problems and has the advantages of sim-
plicity, rapidity, and explainability. However, its modeling
ability is limited once facing complex problems. To this end,
a fusion model, called Wide&Deep [Cheng et al., 2016], is to
sum the results of each basic model linearly to improve the
ranking accuracy.

DeepFM. A Factorization Machine model (FM) based
Deep Neural Network which includes FM component and
Deep component [Guo et al., 2017].

NFM. Neural Factorization Machine combines the linear-
ity of FM in modeling second-order features interaction and
the non-linearity of neural network in modeling higher-order
feature interactions [He and Chua, 2017].

Interpretability Method
Attention. Attention mechanism is one of the solutions to
remedy the lack of interpretability and has been frequently
employed for explaining the deep model. It provides insights
into how a model is operating. Attention is widely utilized
for the explanation of model predictions in areas like NLP
and computer vision.

4.3 Quantitative Analysis of Results
To evaluate the interpretability quality of our solution for cit-
izen happiness prediction, we conduct experiments to clar-
ify the factors that contribute to happiness and well-being.
What’s more, we will show how our experimental results

align with academic studies from social science through sys-
tematic reviews. Accordingly, we aim to address the follow-
ing three research questions:
RQ1. Whether there are multiple levels of nonlinear inter-
action among the happiness factors?
RQ2. What are the differences between Attention mech-
anism and Shapley value in interpretability by quantitative
analysis?
RQ3. Which method has the high quality of interpretability
through the systematic review analysis in social science?

Accuracy Based Evaluation (RQ1)
Factors are the key to predicting happiness degree in machine
learning models. Nevertheless, whether the factors are inde-
pendent and how the interactions within multi-factors affect
the prediction accuracy still needs to be investigated. In the
experiment, the linear (e.g., LR and SVM) and deep learn-
ing models (e.g., Wide&Deep, DeepFM, and NFM) are em-
ployed for the investigation.

Field Model Macro-F1 Micro-F1

social sciences LR 0.4051 0.4637
SVM 0.3630 0.4788

computational
science

Wide&Deep 0.4150 0.4832
DeepFM 0.4172 0.4825

NFM 0.4168 0.4841

Table 3: Accuracy Based Evaluation of Happiness Prediction

As shown in Table 3, the linear model performs poorly re-
gardless of Macro-F1 and Micro-F1. Moreover, it appears
that the Wide&Deep, DeepFM and NFM outperform the lin-
ear models with up to 5.42% (Macro-F1) and 2.04% (Micro-
F1) performance gain, and the NFM is the best in all ex-
periments. Further studies reveal that NFM-based features’
bi-interaction can achieve more factors permutation informa-
tion than Wide&Deep and DeepFM. In addition, while the
Wide&Deep and DeepFM rely more on the neural network to
learn the combination of factors, their learning optimization
method has higher complexity compared to NFM. Most im-
portantly, the NFM-based factors’ bi-interaction has compa-
rable performance. It can also capture some second-order fac-
tors’ combinations and the interaction among multi-factors.
Hence, it is reasonable to conclude that multiple factors’ in-
teractions are crucial in happiness degree prediction and there
are nonlinearity relations among factors.
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(a) Personal Information: Attention (b) Economics: Attention (c) Life-Style:Attention

(d) Personal Information: Shapley value (e) Economics: Shapley value (f) Life-Style: Shapley value

Figure 1: The contribution of personal information, economics, and life-style factors for happiness. The x-axis means happiness level from 1
to 5, the y-axis means factors, and the values mean the weight (Attention) or contribution (Shapley value) of each factor for happiness level.

Interpretability Results (RQ2)

Attention provides an important way to explain the outputs of
neural models, at least for tasks with an alignment modeled
between inputs and outputs, like machine translation or sum-
marization in NLP. Other studies in the computer vision field
detect image areas that have a significant impact (i.e., highly
focused weights) on text-generated image caption tasks by
visualizing the attention.

In this section, the Attention and Shapley value are em-
ployed to explain the happiness prediction of Wide&Deep,
DeepFM and NFM by the weight, respectively. We visual-
ize the results of the top-5 key happiness factors computed by
Attention and Shapley value.

As shown in Table 4, the top-5 key factors of Attention
include equity, depression, family status, class and health,
while the Shapley value includes equity, family status, class,
depression, health for level-1 and equity, depression, health,
class, family status for level-5. The difference could be from
the mechanisms of their computing method. The Attention
mechanism inspired by visual perception is widely used in
the interpretability of DNN-based models. Benefiting from

Attention Shapley value
level-1 & level-5 level-1 level-5

1 equity equity equity
2 depression family status depression
3 family status class health
4 class depression class
5 health health family status

Table 4: Ordering of All Factors by Attention and Shapley value

the solid theory and a series of desirable theoretical properties
like efficiency, symmetry, dummy, and additivity, Shapley
value is also employed in the explanation of model-agnostic
(general). However, how to judge the interpretability quality
of models is still a challenge.

Systematic Review Analysis (RQ3)
In this section, we will analyze the mapping study with soci-
ological literature to judge which explainable method is more
credible. To this end, we visualize the Attention weight and
Shapley value of each factor under several factor types, such
as personal information, economics and life-style.
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Personal Information. From the happiness studies in so-
cial science, researchers argued that marital status, education,
religious, health and et al. affect citizens’ happiness.

As shown in Figure 1 (a), the most important factor is na-
tionality in Attention. That’s probably on account of the po-
litical and economic policies of different countries. However,
Shapley value displays the most important one is health (Fig-
ure 1 (d)), which completely agrees with sociological stud-
ies [Li and Wang, 2015; Huang, 2017; Deng, 2019]. Espe-
cially, psychological health is the main contribution to happi-
ness, and it is revealed that citizens of poverty generally have
poorer health, which results in less happiness by National
Health Survey. On the one hand, the deterioration of health
will directly affect employment situation and reduce happi-
ness; on the other hand, ill worker will affect work status and
result in impeding happiness. Overall, there is more sociol-
ogy literature to support the result of Shapley value (health),
yet little to the Attention method (nationality). Therefore, the
interpretability of Shapley value is more credible.

Economics. Economics factors like income, job and fixed
assets are important in enhancing individual happiness. From
the experimental results, it’s obvious that family status, invest
and car are the top-3 factors to happiness in Figure 1 (b).

On the contrary, the family status, floor area and insur
are more crucial to happiness by Shapley value as shown in
Figure 1 (e). The family status, meaning family’s economic
level, has the largest contribution to happiness. Specifically,
Tella [2006] observed that happiness responses are positively
correlated with individual income at any point in time: the
rich report greater happiness than the poor. Furthermore, in-
dividual happiness is a positive correlation with real GDP and
household income per capita. In terms of the findings of [Os-
hio et al., 2011], in Japan and Korea, citizens usually gains
more happiness through more family relative income. More-
over, most studies of medical insurance [Kotakorpi and Laa-
manen, 2010] and pension system as a risk-hedging device
can increase objective well-being by providing certainty in
the imperfect market [Shin, 2018]. The biggest contribut-
ing factor of Attention is same as Shapley value (i.e., fam-
ily status) though there is little difference in other factors.

Life-Style. As shown in Figure 1 (c), the biggest contribu-
tion’s factor of Attention is media, and socialize is the last
one. On the contrary, socialization and media in the result se-
quence of Shapley value are the first and fourth respectively.

From the social science studies, the happiness degree of
citizens is impacted by lifestyle and reflects the living stan-
dard of all age groups. The richer and more diversified
lifestyle, the more positive and optimistic attitude, and the
more happiness of residents [Di, 2018]. Many researchers
[Tang et al., 2012] found that socializing is a crucial fac-
tor in lifestyle (as clear shown in Figure 1 (f) by Shapley
value) rather than media and learning. Social media has an
inevitable impact on users’ social psychology, thus it will af-
fect their happiness. Social media expresses the inner feelings
of users to others through interaction, sharing sense of exis-
tence and obtaining self-affirmation to increase users’ posi-
tive emotions and improve life satisfaction. Meanwhile, con-
tent creation, acquisition and sharing are realized through so-

cial media. Once the generated content is adopted, users will
have a pleasant feeling of satisfaction. It can also help users
achieve a higher level of accomplishment and more positive
well-being that the information and knowledge acquired from
the generated content. Hence, the contributions computed by
Shapley value have more accurate support than Attention in
terms of the congruence with social science theories.

All Factors. In terms of all happiness factors, the top-5 im-
portant factors are shown in Table 4. In detail, the equity, de-
pression, family status in Attention, and equity, depression,
health in Shapley value are the crucial factors in individual
happiness, respectively. The top-2 key factors in Attention is
same as Shapley value probably because of the great influence
of public service in citizens. Based on the Chinese national
conditions, the main factors of happiness gradually changed
from low income to the widening income gap in economics.

Subsequently, the equality of opportunity upward, such as
promotion and education, is the prerequisite for maintaining
individual happiness. Sociologists studied social equity and
argued that it is a critical condition and has great influence on
the improvement of individual happiness. Furthermore, so-
cial inequality greatly destroys citizens’ happiness through a
series of theoretical and solid evidence [Xu and Chen, 2017].

What’s more, due to their computing mechanisms, the re-
sult of Shapley value is distinct for diverse happiness degrees.
However, the Attention weights are same at level-1 and level-
5, which is not practical in real-world applications.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Happiness prediction is an effective and indispensable means
for decision-making support in social science, especially in
economics and politics, yet interpretability is crucial in prac-
tice. This work explores the contribution of factors (e.g.,
personal information, economics, and life-style) in happi-
ness prediction for citizens, and answers the three research
questions. We compared the performance of Attention and
Shapley value in terms of interpretability with a systematic
review analysis to clarify which factor is more crucial for
decision-making support in social science. The evaluation re-
sults demonstrate that the Shapley value is promising in solid
theory for factor contribution interpretability.

Notwithstanding the challenging task and hopeful results,
several future directions are outlined in our work. The main
disadvantage of Shapley value is that the computational com-
plexity grows exponentially and becomes intractable for more
features. Therefore, in future work, we will focus on the op-
timizing sampling method that requires less computational
power to obtain a similar approximation accuracy.
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